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THE

ENERGY REALISM
REPORT

When it comes to green energy, it's
time for a reality check.
The entire purpose of this report is to look at the
facts and data surrounding energy. Obviously,
we’re banking on some green solutions performing
well since they’ll require a massive mining sector
boom. This has been a central part of our thesis.
Unfortunately, this massive boom we’re anticipating
has been exceptionally slow and wrought with
innumerable failures rather than significant
successes. That in and of itself is not necessarily a
bad thing and may simply be indicative of the fact
that most of today's “Liberals” are terrible inventors,
investors, or investment bankers.
The more things change, the more they stay the
same. The most infamous example of an epic
failure in the green energy sector is Solyndra. This
solar energy company received $530 million of
taxpayer handouts and was touted many times as
the next big thing in green energy by both the Bush
and Obama administrations. It never produced any
energy to speak of before it went bankrupt in 2011.
The House Oversight Committee's exhaustive
investigation of the $14 billion renewable energy
loan guarantee program exposed widespread
"dysfunction, negligence, and mismanagement by
DOE officials."
To truly grasp the weight of this, here is the
complete list of faltering or bankrupt green-energy
companies:

1. Evergreen Solar ($25 million)
2. SpectraWatt ($500,000)
3. Solyndra ($535 million)
4. Beacon Power ($43 million)
5. Nevada Geothermal ($98.5 million)
6. SunPower ($1.2 billion)
7. First Solar ($1.46 billion)
8. Babcock and Brown ($178 million)
9. EnerDel’s subsidiary Ener1 ($118.5 million)
10. Amonix ($5.9 million)
11. Fisker Automotive ($529 million)
12. Abound Solar ($400 million)
13. A123 Systems ($279 million)
14. Willard and Kelsey Solar Group ($700,981)
15. Johnson Controls ($299 million)
16. Brightsource ($1.6 billion)
17. ECOtality ($126.2 million)
18. Raser Technologies ($33 million)
19. Energy Conversion Devices ($13.3 million)
20. Mountain Plaza, Inc. ($2 million)
21. Olsen’s Crop Service and Olsen’s Mills ($10 million)
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22. Range Fuels ($80 million)
23. Thompson River Power ($6.5 million)
24. Stirling Energy Systems ($7 million)
25. Azure Dynamics ($5.4 million)
26. GreenVolts ($500,000)
27. Vestas ($50 million)
28. LG Chem’s subsidiary Compact Power ($151
million)
29. Nordic Windpower ($16 million)
30. Navistar ($39 million)
31. Satcon ($3 million)
32. Konarka Technologies Inc. ($20 million)
33. Mascoma Corp. ($100 million)
By all accounts, there has been a colossal failure in
this sector. Because of that failure, oil and gas
flourished from 2009-2014 to support growing
energy demands in the U.S. and beyond. This was an
unintended consequence of the policies enacted.
During this time, as the left started weaponizing
global warming, a massive amount of funding was
allocated to school course curricula. Three weeks
into the new administration, President Obama signed
a law providing $100 billion in additional funding for
education. The Bolshevik-style problems we face
today are directly related to this flow of investment
funds into extreme left ideologies.

The Paris Agreement was adopted in 2015 by 196
participating countries that pledged to reduce their
greenhouse gas emissions. The Trump
administration pulled the U.S. out of the Agreement
in 2017, but Biden signed the country back in last
year.
According to the UN Climate Change report,
participating countries’ level of ambitions
communicated through nationally determined
contributions (NDCs) indicates that changes in
these countries’ total emissions would be less than
-1% in 2030 compared to 2010. What is actually
required to reach Agreement targets is a change of
around -45% in 2030 compared to 2010.
A report card released by National Geographic
deemed Saudi Arabia, Russia, and the U.S. as
among the countries that are “barely trying” to meet
emissions targets with projected emissions that far
exceed what it would take to limit warming to 1.5
degrees Celsius. In fact, the U.S. is the biggest
emitter of greenhouse gases of all time, followed by
the European Union.

Failure to meet energy targets

To put the energy problem into perspective, UN
Climate Change released a report last year

indicating that Paris Agreement targets are nowhere
near being met by participating countries. According
to the report, nations must urgently redouble their
climate efforts if they are to reach the Agreement’s
target of limiting global temperature rise by 2C—
ideally 1.5C—by the end of the century.
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Green fraud and waste

The best way to ensure you have future voters is to
create a problem – one that is far too complex to
understand. So complex that those who study the
issue never end up producing strong enough
evidence.
I know this is not what you want to hear. But the truth
is, the climate issue has been all about creative
spinning and hiring PR firms. These firms were hired
to conceive of a name for the problem that would be
vague enough to contain grains of truth but noncommittal enough to not really mean anything
substantial, and instead, insinuate an entire ideology.
To any critical thinker, the name is senseless and yet
it has flourished: climate change.
There is almost no one alive today who doesn’t
acknowledge that the climate changes. Generally, all
contenders in this space have exceptional amounts
of data to contradict one another. The issue has
never been does the climate change – of course it
does. It has for millions of years. The question is:
have humans impacted the climate? This would
seem like a reasonable assertion, but once again, to
what extent?

Central to the issue is the core belief that carbon is
to blame, and so are people. In a largely failed
attempt to address climate change, the feds under
the Obama administration allocated $500 million
for "green" worker training. The policy intended to
train 124,893 people, but in 2012, the Labor
Department Inspector General found that the
program only trained 52,762 (42% of the original
target). Even more alarmingly, only 8,035 actually
got jobs (10% of the initial target). No wonder coal
miners, truck drivers, and oil and gas employees
aren't rushing to quit their jobs.
The Labor Department’s findings also uncovered
ample green fraud and waste. The bottom line was
this: After more than $100 billion was spent on the
first Green New Deal, only 1% of American energy
came from solar energy in 2016.
With that said, let’s look at some numbers regarding
energy usage over the past decades:
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Let's get real: Renewable solutions
necessitate mining

The obvious question regarding these charts is: At
what pace are renewables catching up to energydense solutions regardless of cost? Many people will
be infuriated by my dismissal of investment dollars
spent, but let’s focus on the true believers of climate
alarmism ideology. My goal is to bring them back to
reality and question whether the current plan, if any,
will be able to meet the 2030 or 2050 goals.
Keep in mind that I’m referring mainly to the U.S., or to
be fair, the West. You may notice that when leftists in
the West talk about climate change, it’s directed at
you, the individual. That’s your first “clue” that this is
political and not based in reality. The U.S.
government is the number one violator of its own
policies.

Coal becomes the key driver if you look at China
or India, where vast populations reside, and
immense amounts of pollution are produced. In all
fairness, China has been making significant
progress towards renewables, batteries, and clean
energy, and we discuss this in the China Report.
Let's look at a grand assumption that’s considered
plausible among climate alarmists: we are
running out of fossil fuels. For the sake of the
argument, let’s assume this is true and take the
propaganda and politics out of it. This is the crux
of the peak oil argument: Namely, that crude oil
production and that of most finite resources in a
market economy grows and reaches a peak, and
subsequently gradually declines to zero.
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Disturbingly, the West is not currently in control of the
oil and gas supply chain. It could and should be but
progressive education and messaging has shot itself
in the foot. Progressive alarmists have encouraged a
distaste for mining to the same extent as oil and gas,
leaving no plausible solutions. Basically, they hoped
people would be too ignorant to realize that creating
sustainable solutions requires a massive amount of
mined material.
In addition to environmental concerns, another angle
of the leftist argument is the focus on human rights.
We will not get into the absurdity of climate change
and human rights. Human rights are determined by
individual countries and nations. More and more,
people are starting to see climate change efforts on
behalf of the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the
UN for what they are. The UN does not endow or give
rights. Nor does any government. In short, the UN
does not dictate what you can and cannot do. We
have simply been conditioned to believe otherwise.
One does not need to dive deeply into the Paris
Agreement, Agenda 21 (a non-binding action plan
from the UN regarding sustainable development), or
any of the WEF reports to understand that all
progressive ideologies are tied together. For critical
thinkers, it’s hard to buy into these organizations’
stated targets and even harder to reconcile that they
may be lying, misleading, and making massive
efforts to gain total dominance over the West, and
eventually, the entire planet. Make no mistake, China
will have none of it. As an interesting recent
development, Russia has also broken ties and is no
longer interested in the globalist/progressive
agenda.
Now, before you get defensive, let me be clear.
Though I have no time for wokism, bolshevism,
political correctness, cultural Marxism, or
progressivism, I am a staunch supporter of going
electric and renewable.

The difference is that I’m less concerned about
carbon, and more concerned about overall
pollution. I’m concerned about the devastation
caused by artisanal mining (PC term for illegal
mining), and the dumping of arsenic and cyanide
into rivers and oceans. I’m concerned about the
total devastation caused by dumping in China,
India, and Africa, which you rarely hear about.
What it comes down to is that there’s a major
disconnect in thinking regarding the global
demand for renewable solutions, and the
materials and methods required to realistically
build them.
Let’s consider the world’s mammoth renewable
needs. According to IRENA (The International
Renewable Energy Agency), today’s power
generation includes about 30% renewables. This
percentage needs to increase to around 90% by
2050, with more than 60% of all power coming
from solar PV and wind. Therefore, we need 8,000
GW of wind and 15,000 GW of solar PV by 2050.
This requires, on average, 250 GW of wind and 350
GW of solar capacity additions annually between
now and 2050. By 2030, a threefold increase is
needed from 2020 levels.

Today’s power generation includes about 30%
renewables. This percentage needs to increase
to around 90% by 2050, with more than 60% of
all power coming from solar PV and wind.
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Yet, governments and institutions remain pervasively
naïve about how we will actually get there, and some
of the disconnected thinking comes from IRENA itself.
The organization has made some critically flawed
assumptions including:
For many materials, the quantities required for the
energy transition are not that significant
compared to total consumption – in many cases,
energy applications constitute only a fraction of
total use.
Significant substitution potential exists in such
new applications, but also for some existing
applications.
Recycling can reduce the need for primary
production.
The necessary resources exist – it’s a matter of
expanding the production volume.
This type of misguided thinking underpins
progressive ideologies. And it doesn’t help that
Democrats strongly oppose nuclear energy, mining,
and the methods required to attain the materials we
need to build green solutions. The vast majority of
the trillions being spent is allocated to social issues,
not economic change. Very little is being spent on
innovation, and if Biden’s team is anything like the
Obama administration, there will likely be huge
amounts of financial waste.

I’m cynical enough to believe this could potentially
be the underlying intention. It’s not outside the
realm of possibility that the growing progressive
movement could disempower the West and make
way for China as the world leader.

What role can Canada play in all of
this?
As the German Chancellor Olaf Scholz put it, “Your
country has almost boundless potential to
become a superpower in sustainable energy and
sustainable resource production.”
Typically, when the Canadian PM meets with
anyone these days, it’s not very newsworthy
except maybe in the style section where a
“journalist” muses about the whimsical socks the
PM is wearing. However, there was a recent
meeting that was very newsworthy. The midAugust 3-day event occurred in Newfoundland of
all places, in Stephenville where Atlas Salt and it’s
Fischer Dome are located. The meeting included
Trudeau, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz, cabinet
ministers, and a delegation of German business
leaders.
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“It’s an amazing place,” German Ambassador to
Canada Sabine Sparwasser said of Atlantic Canada.
“There’s good infrastructure including airport access
and deep seaports. It also has absolutely perfect
non-stop wind.”
Executives representing Volkswagen and Mercedes
Benz attended the meeting and were able to strike a
deal with Canada for battery metals. The details of
which are as follows;
Volkswagen and Mercedes-Benz have struck
battery material cooperation agreements with
Canada as they seek to secure a diverse supply
of lithium, nickel, and cobalt.
The move comes as automakers continue to
expand EV strategies globally in a bid to
challenge sector leader Tesla – global expansion
is dependent on sufficient supplies of vital battery
materials.
"The supply of battery raw materials and the
production of precursor and cathode materials
with a low carbon footprint will allow for a fast
and sustainable ramp-up of battery capacity - a
key lever for our growth strategy in North
America," said outgoing Volkswagen Chief
Executive, Herbert Dies
VW aims to announce the North American plant
location and potential mining and refining
partners by the end of the year.
Mercedes-Benz is preparing to go fully electric by
the end of the decade wherever market
conditions allow, and recently struck a deal with
China's CATL (Contemporary Amperex
Technology Co. Limited) to ensure battery cell
supply in Europe.
As part of the MoU, Mercedes-Benz will explore a
strategic partnership with Rock Tech Lithium
under which the Canadian firm would supply the
carmaker with up to 10,000t of lithium hydroxide a
year from 2026

The town is also where Canadian billionaire John
Risley (through his venture capital fund CFFI
Venture) has proposed to build a new low-carbon
intensity wind-to-hydrogen facility that could
export fuel to Germany in the future. This bodes well
for offshore wind farm potential in addition to
hydrogen storage….like a giant salt dome!

How much material do we need for
our green and clean future?
Even if we drastically increase the supply of copper,
graphite, lithium, silver and all the other metals
needed to build renewable solutions, it would take
roughly a decade or more to succeed. This is
because the timeline between initial discovery and
an operational mine today is about 17 years.
If we double our renewable use by 2030, we would
still need roughly the same amount of natural gas,
but we could make a dent in oil dependency. We
must remember that oil is not just used as energy,
but it’s also a staple in chemicals, pesticides,
plastics, etc.
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That being said, there is some interesting work being
done with algae that could assist on the plastics
side, and companies like Nanophase Technologies
have developed recyclable plastic through their
Carbon Black product.
There are also solutions like geothermal, or hydro
which have their own issues but are truly inspiring
and hopeful. Places like Iceland have incredible
geological structures that we could work with
harmoniously – not necessarily dominate. And,
according to the International Hydropower
Association, Canada was the fourth largest producer
of hydroelectricity in the world in 2021 after the U.S.,
Brazil, and China.
I don’t want to veer too far off-topic, but there is
progress being made. However, in our lifetime, we’re
not likely to see a day where we won’t be using oil or
drilling. We will also continue to drill for helium,
hydrogen, and the myriad of other critical gasses
that will run our future economy.

So, if you hear that we will soon be able to forego oil
and gas, remember that this is a pipe dream. We
will still be drilling and mining for many materials,
and that’s reality.
If we’re able to create more efficient systems and
approaches, then great. I’m all for innovation and a
circular economy in which we increasingly
implement renewable energy sources. However,
among the powers that be, it doesn’t seem like
energy independence is actually the goal. Consider
the fact that we would have this independence if
we properly utilized the vast resources in Alberta
and the U.S. Instead, Eastern Canada decides to
purchase roughly $9 billion in oil from Saudi Arabia,
all the while virtue signaling and claiming moral
high ground.
While we're on the topic of oil and gas, let's look at
some price and market demand forecast numbers
from Deloitte:

Canadian Domestic Price Forecast
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International Price Forecast
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Shifting gears to electric, you probably heard the
good news that Tesla is eyeing our country to
potentially build its next gigafactory. Rumor has it
Tesla is rushing to find locations closer to home to
build batteries and vehicles after the U.S. Senate
approved the Inflation Reduction Act. The $430 billion
bill could restrict automakers from using Chinesemade materials and require them to use North
American-sourced battery components if they want
to be eligible for consumer tax credits. While this is
great news, it begs the question: Where will the
materials come from?
Let’s put this into perspective with some numbers
from IRENA. Today’s car requires 7-10 kg of battery
per kilowatt-hour (kWh), with an outlook of less than
5 kg in the near future. Assuming 5 kg/kWh and 100
million electric car sales (today’s car market
volume), a 50-kWh battery on average yields 25 Mt
of batteries needed per year. This is a significant
volume and one of the main challenges for the
energy transition in terms of need for critical
materials. To put it differently, every car requires 250
kg of battery materials.

On this same topic, the need for minerals and
materials to build clean and green solutions was
outlined in an IEA World Energy Outlook special
report on The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean
Energy Transitions, published last year. It said that
the rise of low-carbon power generation to meet
climate goals will triple mineral demand from the
sector by 2040 in its Sustainable Development
Scenario (SDS) and double it in the Stated Energy
Policy Scenario (STEPS).
Demand is driven by material-intensive wind and
solar, with hydropower, biomass, and nuclear
having “comparatively low mineral requirements.”
Among the essential metals and minerals needed
for a low-carbon future are copper, nickel,
manganese, cobalt, chromium, molybdenum, zinc,
rare earths, and silicon.
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This report did not intend to dissuade people from
making the shift to green and clean. It was simply
intended to paint a realistic picture of what will be
required to make this shift happen. This puts us in a
tough spot as the West does very little to promote
mining. Keep in mind, that simply finding these
materials and minerals is difficult. The exploration or
R&D phase requires constant funding.
Has the Canadian government encouraged
investment to help us get in on the action? In short,
no. This is partially due to extreme left ideologies that
take decision-making power out of the hands of
individuals and corporations, and places it into the
hands of the government. Luckily, critical thinkers who
are grounded in reality and understand what will be
required to meet net-zero targets recognize that
there’s still an enormous opportunity here.
I’ll leave you with a quote from technology expert
Mark P. Mills that highlights this opportunity and
provides a much-needed reality check:
“No energy system, in short, is actually “renewable,”
since all machines require the continual mining and
processing of millions of tons of primary materials
and the disposal of hardware that inevitably wears
out. Compared with hydrocarbons, green machines
entail, on average, a 10-fold increase in the
quantities of materials extracted and processed to
produce the same amount of energy.”
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